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Preface 

 
Edmonton’s growth in the last decade has reached a point where outskirts have become 
part of the urban fabric.  Within Edmonton proper, the population grew to nearly 782,500 in 
2009, an increase of over 30,000 from the previous year.  The larger metropolitan region 
includes over 1 million citizens.  Situated in the Central Parkland Natural Subregion 
(Achuff, 1994), the North Saskatchewan River (NSR) is the central vein bisecting 
Edmonton and the region.  Not only is it a dominating physical feature, but the river valley 
is also highly valued by Edmontonians.  In 2010, the City of Edmonton contracted Banister 
Research & Consulting Inc. to conduct the Citizen Perception Survey, where 800 
Edmontonians were telephoned at random, and asked to provide feedback regarding 
services provided by the City.  Ninety-two percent of respondents assessed the quality of 
life in Edmonton to be positive, with “the City’s parks and green spaces including the River 
Valley” as the most frequently cited reason (p.i).  In addition, the findings of the 2004 
Urban Parks Management Plan: General Public Consultation Report (Infact Research and 
Consulting Inc.) show that 87% of households surveyed had visited the river valley and 
ravine system in the past year (p.7), and 37% were frequent users (p.8).  There are 
numerous parks adjacent to the North Saskatchewan River, and a fairly extensive network 
of recreational trails.  The southwest part of the city has probably experienced the most 
rapid residential development in the last decade, and situated in this quadrant is 
Terwillegar Park.  Terwillegar Park could now be considered a centrally located park in the 
southwest quadrant of the city. 
 
Urban population growth inevitably increases pressures on urban green spaces.  As space 
becomes a limiting factor, long term planning and design are vital.  Terwillegar Park 
recently came into focus as a large public park that is experiencing the pressures of 
increasing urban development in the southwest, and lacked an up to date design and 
management strategy.  Although the City of Edmonton originally commissioned the 
development of a master plan for Terwillegar Park in 1974 (Associated Engineering 
Services Ltd. et al.), decades had gone by with no park development.  In 2005, the city 
hired consultants to engage the citizens of Edmonton in determining the “vision” for the 
park, and to develop an updated master plan.  Having reviewed various plan and policy 
documents, and having my own experiences and observations about that park, I began 
trying to reconcile the ideas of conservation/reclamation with recreation.   

  
Large parks afford society numerous social and ecological benefits, but also bring 
numerous challenges.  In a foreword for Large Parks (Czerniak and Hargreaves, 2007), 
James Corner acknowledges the limits of designer control to laying down the physical 
components of the park, but that the complexities and dynamic interactions of a large park 
will inevitably evolve beyond the designer’s predictions - the answer is to balance the 
“structure and identity” with “sufficient pliancy and ‘give’ to adapt to changing demands and 
ecologies over time” (p. 13).  Corner also notes that in modern day parks, “issues of 
design, form, expression and process are quickly subjugated by issues of stewardship, 
maintenance, cost, security, programming, and ad hoc populist politics”, and that these are 
“inescapable issues” (p. 14).  Terwillegar Park’s sizable 174 hectares will also present 
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similar challenges.  With multiple ecological zones and microclimates, it is difficult to 
predict for certain how the vegetation in the park will evolve over time.  Certain areas may 
flourish, while others may struggle. The flexibility in design may come in the form of 
temporary elements, moveable elements, or elements that can work with the dynamic 
changes in the park. 
 
Linda Pollak’s studies the design competition and development process of Fresh Kills 
Park, New York City, in an analytical essay within Large Parks (Ibid, 2007).  The Fresh 
Kills site posed multi-faceted issues for consideration – historical use, proximity to urban 
development, wetland ecology over multiple scales.  Pollak observed the most successful 
candidates were ones who did not try to resolve the site into one “unified” design, but 
instead “outlined frameworks through which to address the differentiation of the site’s 
conditions as processes to engage in their specificity, rather than problems to be solved at 
an abstract level” (p.89), which then allow for flexibility in the park’s identity over time.  
Matrixes were also used as a way of illustrating the complexities of the relationships 
between construction stages, design elements, ecological processes/functions, etc., and 
their overlap.   Instead of homogenizing and oversimplifying the design components or 
development process, the matrixes allows for the design components and processes to be 
layers, with a network of connective tissue that reflects interactions of the layers. 
 
Terwillegar Park’s site conditions and management challenges (no matter what the 
ultimate design is to become) are unique in some respects but also common in others.  
The physical history of Terwillegar is considered unique to the site – the geological and 
social history, but yet the idea of an industrial past leaving brownfield conditions and 
physical challenges are not unique.  Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord started with physical 
challenges including artifacts and contamination from steel production, and an assortment 
of vegetative conditions (including introduced plant species that have established over 
time).  In addition there was the challenge of how to program the site for human recreation.  
Terwillegar Park’s social history lies mostly in its use as a gravel mining operation, and has 
in turn left brownfield conditions throughout the park.  There are also a number of distinct 
vegetative zones, and areas where introduced species have established.  The Sudgelande 
Nature Park began as a mostly abandoned shunting station in the center of Berlin.  After 
World War II, Langer describes how the site became isolated by fencing around the site 
and surrounding busy roadways, as well as a lack of maintenance due to the political 
divide between East and West Berlin (Jorgensen & Keenan, 2012).  Over four decades, 
both native and non-native vegetation reclaimed the majority of the site.  If the site had 
been left to continue to evolve without intervention, the woodlands would overtake the 
open areas and result in not only a loss of landscape diversity, but also a decline in the 
biodiversity (p. 155).  When the land was transferred to the state of Berlin to be turned into 
a public park, the master plan needed to address the potential conflict of public access 
with conservation goals, and whether to allow succession to continue, but at the cost of a 
loss of biodiversity and landscape diversity.  The master plan aimed to balance one with 
the other:  conservation and public access, and biodiversity with succession.  The park 
was divided into maintained and un-maintained zones, effectively allowing for uninhibited 
succession in certain areas, while intervening in other areas to maintain the biodiversity of 
the non-wooded communities.  Public access through the park was controlled through a 
varied pathway system.  The existing train tracks, ramps and underpasses were converted 
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to trails, and an elevated path was used to permit access to sensitive conservation areas.  
The design embraced the cultural history of the park by making visible and utilizing the 
railway structures that remained in the park, including artwork, and also by acknowledging 
the unique post-industrial “nature of the fourth kind” (Kowarik & Langer as cited in Kowarik 
& Korner, 2005. p.287).   
 
The initial development plan for Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, California, to convert 
naturally occurring sand dunes and native treed areas into a pastoral park inadvertently 
turned the site into a brownfield site of sorts, once the artificial plantings failed to establish 
or reached the end of their lifespan.  According to George Hargreaves (Czerniak and 
Hargreaves, 2007, p.142), the intended passive-use design became overrun with active 
programming, and an assortment of unsavory park uses (eg. drug users, homeless people, 
gang presence, etc.).  Overlooking the site conditions and evolution of the site, along with 
a lack of focus in the management of the site contributed to the failures of the park.  
Golden Gate Park then supports Linda Pollack’s above arguments that one cannot start 
with a blank slate, but has to recognize the specifics of the site, and that a large 
component in determining the success of a large park lies within the ability for the design 
to allow for adaptation (of physical conditions within the park or recreation needs).   
 
The above examples are all lessons that could be applied to Terwillegar Park in balancing 
the recreation and culture with conservation.  Recreational pressures are high for a large 
park situated within a heavily populated urban environment.  A flexible design, long term 
planning, monitoring and management will be crucial if conservation is also a priority. 

 
  

Statement of Purpose 
 

The purpose of this practicum is to develop a dynamic and flexible site plan and 
management strategy which allows Terwillegar Park to evolve into a place rich in species 
biodiversity and of high ecological function; that challenges public perception of nature in 
the city while fostering environmental appreciation and stewardship; and which celebrates 
its unique identity within the North Saskatchewan River Valley.    
 
These qualities will inform the physical components of the park will need to be addressed, 
including: 
 

� Improvement of the circulation system, accessibility and comfort for park users 
� Creation of varied recreational opportunities 
� Enhancement of wildlife habitat and biodiversity 

 
The organization and delivery of these physical components, from the small scale to the 
large scale, and the management strategy will be based on this vision for the park. 
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Methodology and Review 
 
 

Numerous documents have been prepared by the City of Edmonton in regard to the city’s 
municipal development plan, environmental goals/policy, parks planning and recreation 
planning.  A review of these documents has been completed in the research process, with 
the primary focus on documents that are specific to the development of Terwillegar Park 
discussed in the Long Term Planning section (refer to p. 59) .  The implied objectives 
derived from these documents will then be combined with a qualitative inventory and 
analysis, and ultimately reconciled through a site plan design and management strategy. 

 
 

Terwillegar Park 
 
 
Introduction to the Site 
 

Terwillegar Park is a 174 hectare public park, situated in the North Saskatchewan River 
valley in southwest Edmonton, Alberta (Figure 1).  Although there are a number of major 
public parks along the North Saskatchewan River valley in Edmonton, Terwillegar Park is 
unique for several reasons: 
 

� It is the largest of the formally named parks within Edmonton’s river valley; 
� The park is considered “natural” by the public because it is mostly 

undeveloped; while other named parks are seen as more formal in character; 
� There are 13 different plant communities present on site and varied 

topography; 
� Its u-shaped configuration means the North Saskatchewan River almost 

completely surrounds the park; and, 
� The parcel is surrounded by low-density residential development or 

recreational development, and on three sides, the river further buffers 
development 

 
An estimated 200,000 visits are made to Terwillegar Park annually (City of Edmonton 
Community Services Department, 2005).  User groups include dog owners, walkers, 
joggers, nature hikers, mountain bikers, cross-country skiers and casual users.   
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© 2011 Google, © 2011 Cnes/Spot Image, © 2011 DigitalGlobe 

 
Figure 1    Location of Terwillegar Park in the North Saskatchewan River Valley in Edmonton, Alberta 

 
 
Site Context 
 
North Saskatchewan River  
 

The North Saskatchewan River valley runs 88 kilometres in length and occupies 7400 
hectares through the Capital Region, between Sturgeon County and Devon, and is the 
largest continuous urban park system in North America (City of Edmonton, Asset 
Management and Public Works, 2009).  Forty-eight kilometres of the North Saskatchewan 
River winds through Edmonton alone, roughly dividing the city in half, and is lined with 27 
river valley parks and a number of golf courses.  Edmonton’s relatively flat topography is 
sharply contrasted by the varied topography and elevation of the river valley.  The top of 
the valley spans approximately 1.1 kilometres, its flat bottom approximately 0.5 kilometres 
wide, and with a total vertical depth of about 50 metres (I.D. Group (Alberta) Inc. and 
CartoLogix Corporation, 1995).  The water runs at a 10m depth within Edmonton, and 
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valley slopes average between 20% and 40% (EPEC Consulting Western Ltd., 1981).  
Subsidence is evident on steep slopes, and is a common occurrence throughout the river 
valley.  Mixed deciduous and coniferous forest lines the valley slopes, more densely on the 
south and east sides than the north and west, which faces more sun and heat exposure.  
EDS Group Inc. explains that the bedrock formation of Terwillegar Park is comprised of 
sandstone, mudstone, shale, ironstone and coal deposits (as cited in ISL Group Inc., 
2009).   
 
There are over 160 kilometres of maintained river valley trails for public use within 
Edmonton (City of Edmonton, 2011).  Although the network is extensive, there are still 
gaps in connections.  Having a linked trail system that is part of a larger regional 
metropolitan park is one of the objectives of The River Valley Alliance, which is comprised 
of seven municipalities within the NSR valley between Fort Saskatchewan and Devon. 
 
The other named parks along the NSR are generally more manicured or developed in their 
appearance compared to Terwillegar Park.  The most popular river valley parks, including 
Laurier, Hawrelak, Emily Murphy, Walterdale, Louise McKinney, Goldbar and Rundle all 
have similar “developed” elements.  Although not every park has all the same elements, 
some common features include large mowed grassed clearings, convenient vehicle 
access, sports fields, washroom facilities, benches and picnic tables, shelters or small 
amenity buildings, and artificial ponds.  Some of these parks regularly host festivals and 
events.  
 
Culturally, the North Saskatchewan River Valley plays a big part in Edmonton’s identity.  A 
2009 citizen survey determined that Edmontonians value city parks and the North 
Saskatchewan River valley most about living in Edmonton, and feel these are a big 
contributor to a high quality of life (City of Edmonton, Parks Branch, 2011). 

 
 
General Access and Surroundings  
 

Terwillegar Park is surrounded by several neighbourhoods that are adjacent to it and 
across the river – River Valley Oleskiw is across the river on the north and west sides, 
River Valley Cameron is across the river to the south, and Rhatigan Ridge and Henderson 
Estates lie on the east border of the park (Figure 2).  Currently there are no footbridge 
connections across the river leading directly into Terwillegar Park. The closest pedestrian 
connections from the other side of the river are each approximately 2 kilometres away, at 
the Fort Edmonton Footbridge northeast of the park, and south underneath Anthony 
Henday Drive at the river (Figure 2).  At this point in time, a formalized continuous multi-
use (by foot or bicycle) trail does not exist throughout the North Saskatchewan River 
Valley.  Officially, pedestrians and cyclists  would need to travel along sidewalks or 
roadways in the Brander Gardens and Ramsay Heights neighbourhoods before 
descending back down into the river valley to access the park from the east side.  South of 
Terwillegar Park there are no formalized river valley trails.  Rabbit Hill Road is only one 
vehicular road leading directly into Terwillegar and is the most popular way of accessing 
the park throughout the year.  A number of access points exist for the residents in 
Rhatigan Ridge and Henderson Estates to access the park by foot or bicycle, but the cul-
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de-sac style design of these neighbourhoods do not encourage park access by anyone 
other than local residents. 
 
Terwillegar Park borders two residential neighborhoods on the southeast side – Rhatigan 
Ridge and Henderson Estates.  Rabbit Hill Road, an arterial roadway, runs between these 
two neighbourhoods, narrowing to a winding, downward-sloping gravel road leading to the 
park.  Whether the snaking gravel road was designed with views in mind or was simply a 
practical engineering solution is unknown, but the experience of entering the park for the 
first time was impressive.  The tall deciduous forest, held back in some places by retaining 
walls, created a shady, mysteriously curving tunnel, that suddenly opened up to a majestic 
vista with brilliant colors (Figure 3).  Majestic, if one pardons the crude 50 stall gravel 
parking lot cordoned off with Jersey barriers, and lined with the very basic amenities – a 
portable toilet, a few regulatory signs, a dumpster, oil-barrel style garbage cans, an 
emergency call station, and one community message board that may have been an 
interpretive sign at one point.  The park lacks all servicing (including water, sanitary, 
power, natural gas and telecommunications). From the parking lot facing north, there 
resides upland deciduous forest to the left (west) and behind (south); while stands of trees 
dot the expansive flat grassy river terrace ahead (north), and the colorful riverbank towards 
the northeast and east side was clearly visible to the right.  From a vehicular standpoint, 
this park is a hidden gem.  Most of the other public parks lining the river valley are easily 
encountered, because they are surrounded by urban development and are visible and 
accessible from the roadways.  There is almost no top of bank roadway surrounding 
Terwillegar Park which would permit views to the park, and what little there is, lies within 
low-traffic residential areas.  Terwillegar Park is different in that unless one makes a point 
to make it a destination, or lives in close proximity, the park could easily remain 
undiscovered by most citizens.   
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Map modified from the City of Edmonton Wards and Standard Neighbourhoods Map (2007): 
http://webdocs.edmonton.ca/InfraPlan/demographic/sector%20profiles/neighbourhoods/2007%20internet%20nbhd%20map.pdf 

 
Figure 2   River Valley Oleskiw, River Valley Cameron, Rhatigan Ridge and Henderson Estates are the 

neighbourhoods surrounding Terwillegar Park.  Existing footbridge locations are both approximately 2 
kilometres away from the borders of Terwillegar Park. 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3    The “expanse” of the park seen from the southwest / west corner of the parking lot – forest to the south,   
   open field and pond area in the distance to the west, and the river bank to the north. 
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Trails and Amenities 
 

There are many trails within Terwillegar Park, all unpaved (Figure 4).  The widest trail and 
probably the most heavily used is the one that loops around the park, and is part of the 
cross country ski trail system (Figure 5).  The trails vary in difficulty and there is an endless 
network of them throughout the varied terrain.  One could easily spend an entire day in the 
park and not know where the paths lead.  Many of the smaller trails are veins into the 
dense deciduous forest (Figure 6a-6h) ; while others lead to clearings or secluded informal 
viewpoints (Figure 7).  Walking along the unpaved trails encourages a sharper sense of 
awareness of the surroundings, especially as the trails narrow and the ground surface 
becomes steep or uneven.  This forces a slower pace of walking and allows for the 
appreciation of individual plants, groupings, textures and sounds. 

 
Aside from the amenities located at the parking lot (previously mentioned), there are few 
amenities within the park.  Along the main trail loop, there are two or three picnic tables 
towards the north end of the park.  Their locations along the wooded trails suggest that 
they were intended as resting points for tired hikers or cross country skiers rather than 
being sited for casual picnics.  The utilitarian, oil barrel-sized garbage cans are dispersed 
along the heavier-use trails at intersections.  Trail signage directing cross country skiers 
can be found along designated trails.  Overlooking the river access point, directly east of 
the parking lot, are a few memorial park benches on concrete pads.  There is no lighting in 
the park. 
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City of Edmonton 2011 http://www.edmonton.ca/attractions_recreation/documents/Terwillegar_park.pdf 

Figure 5    Cross country ski trails at Terwillegar Park. 
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6a       6b 

    
6c        6d 

     
6e        6f 

    
6g       6h 
 
Figure 6a-6h   Varied trail widths resulting from old gravel mining roads (6c, 6d), established recreational trails (6a, 6b, 

6e-6g), or “goat paths” created by individuals crossing through the area (6h). 
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Figure 7    Some viewpoints are easily accessible along the wider trails, and others require negotiating steep terrain  
    and through vegetation. 
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Topography, Ecological Zones and Wildlife 
 

Located within the Central Parkland Natural Sub-region (Achuff, 1994), Terwillegar Park is 
within a transitional vegetative zone between the arid grasslands and coniferous forests, 
but its history of human activity is also evident.  The flat terrace area is dominated by 
grasses and forbs with some patches of woody vegetation, although much of the turf area 
resembles what can be found in a city sports field rather than indigenous grassland (Figure 
8a-8c) – as a sizeable area north and west of the parking lot is mowed by the city.  This is 
not surprising, as the Aspen Parkland region is in general highly disturbed, and little is 
unaffected by human development.   
 
The escarpment on the southern third of the park is covered with mostly aspen/balsam 
poplar dominated deciduous forest (Figure 9).  The understory is thick with various woody 
shrubs and herbs.  During the spring and summer months, when the trails become a maze 
of green vegetation, contrasts in texture or form, or masses of a particular species draw 
the eye’s attention (Figure 10a-10g). The dense vegetation dominating the spring and 
summer months obscures interesting forms, colors, groupings or textures, but then these 
species comes into focus when the leaves have fallen and the snow blankets the forest 
floor.  A strong example of this is a hike through the south side escarpment on a sunny 
winter day, where a stand of aspen trees take on a sculptural quality, and sharply contrast 
the brown trunks of other trees and a bright blue sky (Figure 11).  Evidence of porcupine 
activity was easily visible during the winter months, where the bark had been peeled back 
and a pattern of teeth marks revealed on some trees (Figure 12).  There are at least two 
high-elevation locations where there are impressive panoramic views of the lower 
tablelands and river towards the south and west (Figure 13a-13f).  During the winter 
months, the views from these same locations are even more impressive, as there is less 
leaf cover to obstruct the views.  The topography map created by Associated Engineering 
Services Ltd. et al. (1974) shows the highest elevation of the park is at 2250 feet above 
sea level in the southeast portion of the park, while the flat terrace area is 140 feet lower, 
at an elevation of 2110 feet above sea level (Figure 14).   The wetlands and river are at 
2090 feet above sea level or lower.  Woodpecker and songbird calls can be heard 
throughout the year.  Within the escarpment is also a large, triangular-shaped, man-made 
clearing with tall grasses and woody shrubs.  This clearing is a light-filled, welcome visual 
respite from what can be a disorienting forest (Figure 15a-15c).   
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8a 
 

 
8b 

 

 
8c 
 
Figure 8a-8c   Flat terrace.  Small patches of shrubs or trees can be found throughout the grass dominated area (8a,   
          8b). Noxious weeds are a common problem in this area of the park (8c). 
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10f 

 
10g 
Figure 10a-10g   Groupings of vegetation stand out at various times of the year – whether it is color of flowers, 

 leaves or stems, form, or a sound of a mass swaying in the wind – it is the contrast with its  
 surroundings that highlights the presence of a grouping. 
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Figure 11    A striking stand of smooth-barked aspens contrasting with darker trees and the blue sky. 
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Figure 12    Evidence of porcupine activity. 
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13a 

 

 
13b 
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13c 
 

 
13d 
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13e 
 

  
13f 
Figure 13a-13f Three locations on the escarpment where a long stretch of the river can be seen northwest (from 

 the Wedgewood Ravine) to southwest (to the Anthony Henday Freeway). 
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© 2011 Google, © 2011 DigitalGlobe, Geoeye, Map Data 

15a 

 

15b 
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15c 
Figure 15a-15c Google map showing the triangular clearing surrounded by dense forest (15a).  An example 

 showing the potentially disorienting path through the forest (15b).  Arriving at the clearing (15c).   

 

 
 
Figure 16    Bank swallow cavities. 
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Grasses, forbs and shrubs dominate the south-central portion of the park descending into 
the south escarpment (Figure 9).  The south river bank face, void of vegetation, is 
peppered with holes made by bank swallows (Riparia riparia) (Figure 16).  This drier 
section of the park, a mass of green during the summer months, becomes an orchestra of 
color and texture during the late summer, fall and winter months (Figure 17a-17e and 
Figure 18).  Through late summer and fall, the silver leaves of silverberry (Elaeagnus 
commutata) stand out against the cream-toned tall grasses, reddened leaves of saskatoon 
(Amelanchier alnifolia), and golden trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides) (Figure 19a-
19b).  The orange-brown dried (non-native) tansy (Tanacetum vulgare) and yarrow 
(Achillea millefolium) stand out as vase-shaped clumps above the pale grasses or the 
snowy ground (Figure 20a-20c).  From a distance, the dried silver berries and mature 
willow catkins resemble snowflakes falling between the brown branches (Figure 21). 
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17a       17b 

 
17c 

17d          17e 

  
Figure 17a-17e Examples of form, colors and textures that take center stage in the fall and winter months in the 

 south-central prairie. 
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18a 

 
18b 
 
Figure 18a-18b The south-central prairie is fairly benign during the spring and summer months, but colors and 

 textures come to life during the fall and winter months. 
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19a 

 
19b 
 
Figure 19a-19b Another example within the south-central area – monotone in the summer (18a), but becomes 

vibrant through late summer and fall, where the silver leaves of silverberry (Elaeagnus commutata) 
stand out against the cream-toned tall grasses, reddened leaves of saskatoon (Amelanchier 
alnifolia), and golden trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides)(18b).   
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19a      19b 

 
19c 
Figure 20a-20c The orange-brown dried (non-native) tansy (Tanacetum vulgare) and yarrow (Achillea millefolium)  
  stand out as vase-shaped clumps above the pale grasses or the snowy ground in the south central  
  vegetative zone. 
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Figure 21    From a distance in the south-central prairie zone, the dried silver berries and mature willow catkins 

resemble snowflakes falling between the brown branches 
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The northwestern portion of the park is a very diverse area in terms of topography, 
vegetation and wildlife (Figure 9).  There is a goat-path river access point on the west side 
that offers a beautiful view to the elevated coniferous-dominated forest lining the other side 
of the river valley (Figure 22a-22b).  Located at the bend of the river, the water is clear and 
calm in late spring, and a beautiful and quiet spot to enjoy the surroundings; while in the 
fall, the water becomes emerald green, complementing the dark green and contrasting 
yellow fall colors in the background on the other side of the valley.  There are hilly sections 
and steep slopes in this area that bear native vegetation.  The northwest inland is home to 
a number of small ponds that were formerly gravel pits (Figure 23a-23g).   The elevation is 
higher from the north and lower to the south towards the main network of ponds, with the 
vegetation thinning out from deciduous tree and shrub dominated, to drier grass and forb 
dominated zone.  The gravel pit edges were softened to reduce the slope severity of the 
perimeters, but are still reasonably deep, with emergent vegetation at the edges.  In drier 
years, these ponds are visible as separate entities, but in wet years, the ponds can 
overflow to one another.  Ducks, grebes, and plovers were seen utilizing the ponds, 
although not in great quantity based on personal observation.  EDS Group Inc. noted in the 
Opportunities and Constraints Analysis that the pond area “showed a surprisingly low 
population of nesting waterfowl birds – which has been attributed to disturbance by 
humans and off-leash dogs, and to pond characteristics such as steeper slopes and lack of 
shoreline vegetation” (ISL Engineering and Land Services, 2009, p.10). The documents 
reviewed describe the park as a whole as rich in wildlife species, and the areas with the 
greatest abundance of songbirds being around the ponds.  Willows (Salix spp.), Saskatoon 
(Amelanchier alnifolia), chokecherry (Prunus virginiana), silver berry (Elaeagnus 
commutata), and red-osier dogwood (Cornus stolonifera) were the most common shrubs 
interspersed in the prairie-like area.  Wildflowers such as Canada milk vetch (Astragalus 
canadensis), wild blue flax (Linum perenne), Canada anemone (Anemone canadensis), 
harebell (Campanula rotundifolia), goldenrod (Solidago candensis), and asters (Aster spp.) 
were common throughout, and the delicate blooms drew the eye to the ground level 
(Figure 24).  It is within the northwest perimeter that the widest trails are located, and these 
trails extend to the northeast and east portions of the park, lined with towering balsam 
poplar trees and thick deciduous understory.  The elevation increases at the north and 
northeast, rendering the water difficult to access, due to the steep riverbank (Figure 25).  
There was a relative abundance of western mountain ash (Sorbus scopulina), highbush 
cranberry (Viburnum opulus), red-osier dogwood, chokecherry and prickly rose (Rosa 
acicularis) on the north side of the park (Figure 26). 
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22a 
 

  
22b 
 
Figure 22a-22b A small goat-path river access point on the west side offers a beautiful view to the elevated  
  coniferous-dominated forest lining the other side of the river valley 
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23e 

 

 

 

 
23f 
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23g 
Figure 23a-23g Ponds in the northwest portion of the park at various times of the year (23a-d, 23f-g).  The forbs 

 and shrubby vegetation can be dense on either side of the paths between the ponds(23e). 

 

 
24a  Nodding beggarticks (Bidens cernua) 
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24b  Canada goldenrod (Solidago canadensis)    24c  Marsh sowthistle (Sonchus arvensis ssp. uglinosus) 

24d  Blue aster (Aster spp.)    24e white asters (Aster spp.) 
 
Figure 24a-24e    Wildflowers spotted in the “prairie” area in northwest Terwillegar Park. 
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Figure 25    A steep and eroded goat path on the west side of the park offers great views across the river, but is  
      difficult to access and is in need of rehabilitation.  
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Prickly rose (Rosa acicularis)                   Red osier dogwood (Cornus stolonifera) 

  
Chokecherry (Prunus virginiana)   High bush cranberry (Viburnum opulus)  

 
Figure 26    The northwest / west portion of the park had an abundance of prickly rose, red osier dogwood, 

chokecherry, high bush cranberry, and mountain ash (not shown).  Access to the water would be difficult 
due to steep and elevated banks. 

 
 

The central and east-central areas of the park are predominantly open and very flat (Figure 
9).  Smaller areas of grasses and forbs interspersed with shrubs or small trees exist in 
patches, but what dominates is an urban “lawn”, punctuated by a former stock pile of 
gravel that has vegetated over time.  Noxious weeds are also prominent.  The soil base is 
poor in some areas due to the mining activities of the past and the lack of reclamation.  
Here it is evident that the park’s history is clearly influenced by man, but the expanse also 
allows one to appreciate the size, topographical changes, and the various ecological zones 
of the park.  Along the east edge, due north from the parking lot, is a wide beach access 
point to the river (Figure 27), with a large, gravelly deposition zone.  The estimated 
average slope is 20%, and is without obstructions.  There are several memorial park 
benches at the top of the slope, somewhat set back into the flat area.  
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27a 

 
27b 
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27c 

 
Figure 27a-27c  Different views of the main access point to the North Saskatchewan river, north of the parking lot.  

The large beach area is a popular place to allow dogs to play in the water (27a) or appreciate the 
view across to the opposite bank (27b) or downstream (27c). 

 
 

The eastern-most portion of the park is balsam poplar dominated deciduous forest (Figure 
9).  A wide packed dirt trail runs eastward and continues through the river valley; while a 
parallel path at a higher elevation leads to the residential area.  The main trail is situated 
fairly close to the water’s edge.  The valley slopes in this area range from 15% to 60% 
(refer to Figure 14). 
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Usage 
 

Terwillegar Park is a designated dog off-leash site and a multi-use park, accommodating a 
range of activities throughout the seasons.  Most users will be seen using the park during 
daylight hours.  The park is unlit.  The household survey conducted by Banister Research 
& Consulting Inc. (Randall Conrad & Associates Ltd., 2005, p.18) determined that the most 
common year-round use of the park is for walking/hiking (54%), cycling/mountain biking 
(36%), dog walking (36%) and running/jogging (12%) (refer to Figure 28a-28l for observed 
uses).  In winter months the park accommodates cross country skiing on designated trails, 
and snowshoeing.  The park is very inviting for cyclists and mountain bikers with its varied 
terrain; and photographers, bird watchers, and nature-lovers with its ecological diversity.  
To a lesser extent, one may encounter fishermen and gold panners.  Based on casual 
observation, it appears most park users access the park by vehicle due to its secluded 
location.  The household survey confirms 72% of daily visitors drive to the park (p.19), with 
a total average of 400 vehicles per day.  Peak usage is during non-working hours, where 
vehicles can overflow onto the access road leading to the park, but the average at any 
given time is 22 vhicles (p.19).  Another 90 people bike to the park, and 50 people walk on 
a daily basis (p.19).  Although the park is a recognized hand launching area, the location is 
not convenient to use.  The 350 metre distance from the parking lot to the river is 
cumbersome distance to carry a canoe/kayak. Motorized boat launches are impractical 
without a direct launch area. Although motorized boating is permitted on the North 
Saskatchewan River, there are other locations in the river valley that are much better 
suited to accommodate motorized boats, including Capilano Park and Laurier Park.  
Improved access to the river within Terwillegar Park for canoe/kayaks would be ideal. 
 
Organized activities are also held in Terwillegar Park, mostly during the warmer months.  
These include school/camp groups, mountain bike competitions, and canoe/kayak groups.  
The annual Sourdough Raft Race is a water festival that uses Terwillegar Park as a 
starting point for activities and serves as the raft launching point. 
 
Based on casual observation, visits to other river valley park, and the information provided 
in the park needs assessment (City of Edmonton Community Services Department, 2005), 
the use of the park by families is low compared to other river valley parks.  It would be 
reasonable to conclude that the lack of amenities, ease of access, and park size are all 
possible contributors that may limit use of the park by families.  There is no running water 
and only one portable toilet.  Playgrounds, conveniently-located picnic tables, barbeques, 
and paved surfaces are all notably absent.  For most families with younger children, a hike 
around the sizable park would be challenging, and the uneven terrain makes maneuvering 
strollers a challenging task.  Although the river valley generally lacks lighting, Terwillegar 
Park may also be perceived as unsafe because of its relatively secluded location, and lack 
of visibility from surrounding streets.  
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28e 
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28f              28h  
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28i 

 

 
28j 
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28k 

 
28l 
 
Figure 28a-28l     Commonly observed uses of the park include dog walking (28a-c), running (28d), hiking, walking  
  (28e-h), cycling or mountain biking (28i-k) and cross country skiing (28l). 
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History 
 
Montreal-based, American landscape architect Frederick Gage Todd (1876-1948) is 
credited as the visionary behind the capital region park.  During the winter of 1906-1907, 
the City of Edmonton hired Todd to examine “the city of Edmonton with a view to reporting 
on the general scheme for parks and boulevards, which would amply provide the future 
needs of the city as far as best can be foreseen at the present time” (Todd, 1907, as cited 
in Abma and Gibbs, 2006).  Conserving the beauty and integrity of the North 
Saskatchewan River Valley was imperative at a time when Edmonton’s river valley was 
rampant with industrial activities, and Todd felt “…no one thing is more important for large 
cities or cities which are assured of a great future, than that they shall early secure open 
spaces for the benefit of future generations” (Herzog, 2000, as cited in Abma and Gibbs, 
2006).  Todd was also cognizant of the escapism and health benefits that park spaces 
provide, writing that: 
  
 “a crowded population, if they are to live in health and happiness, must have 

space for the enjoyment of that peaceful beauty of nature – which because it is the 
opposite of all that is sordid and artificial in our city lives – is so wonderfully 
refreshing to the tired souls of the city dweller; therefore most of the large cities 
have provided themselves with parks and large open spaces to be used as parks 
when necessity requires…” (Todd, 1907, as cited in Abma and Gibbs, 2006). 

 
Todd also urged the City of Edmonton to secure river valley and ravine lands early on, 
when the lands would be easier to acquire, more readily available, and cheaper to 
purchase.  He noted: 
  
 “In evolving a comprehensive scheme for parks and boulevards for Edmonton, 

every advantage should be taken of the great natural beauty of the situation, and 
also attention must be given to the economic interest of the city, by with-drawing 
for park purposes, property which is of least value for building, if it is equally 
valuable for park purposes.  Indeed it often happens that the land most unsuitable 
for building is the best for park purposes, such as the sides of steep ravines and 
hillsides (Herzog, 2000, as cited in Abma and Gibbs, 2006). 

 
Todd’s primary recommendations for the City of Edmonton were to: 1) have large parks, 2) 
ravine and hillside parks, 3) small parks and playgrounds, and 4) boulevards and parkways 
as scenic connections between parks and playgrounds, of which should be easily 
accessible to all citizens (Abma and Gibbs, 2006).  A continuous roadway along the top of 
the river valley, with houses facing the ravine, and scenic views for those driving through, 
was deemed important by Todd. 
 
The City of Edmonton did not endorse all of Todd’s recommendations from the start.  The 
idea of a river valley park system was not adopted into the municipal development plan 
until 1915.  A zoning bylaw to protect open space was created in 1933, but it is evident that 
private development continued.  In 1970, the City of Edmonton’s Top-of-the-Bank policy 
was adopted with the purpose of setting physical boundaries for development within the 
North Saskatchewan River Valley and Ravine system, and described the parameters for 
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the types of development that would be allowed.  The North Saskatchewan River Valley 
Redevelopment Plan emerged in the 1980s to complement the Top-of-the-Bank policy.  
Originally the intent was to acquire river valley properties to convert to parkland, but due to 
political pressure, the plan’s intent had evolved to preservation of existing river valley 
neighbourhoods by the mid 1980s. 
 
Had the City of Edmonton adopted Frederick G. Todd’s vision at the turn of the century, 
the development along the North Saskatchewan River Valley would appear quite 
differently.  Although overall, the River Valley and Ravine system would be impressive in 
size for any municipality, an unencumbered continuous and scenic top-of-the-bank 
roadway does not exist for public enjoyment, but is instead, sporadic with sections blocked 
by high-rise buildings and private residential development.  As Todd had advised, 
acquiring the river valley and ravine lands at a later date would be more challenging and at 
great financial cost.  It is imperative that any opportunities that do exist for conservation / 
preservation of river valley and ravine lands for future generations, should be planned 
carefully, and this holds true for Terwillegar Park. 
 
Little documented history is available for Terwillegar Park.  A Historical Resources Impact 
Assessment (HRIA) was completed for the park in August, 2007 as part of a concept plan 
study by the City of Edmonton.  The investigation involved a visual examination, 30 shovel 
tests and 8 backhoe excavation tests.  One location near the riverbank yielded 21 lithic 
artifiacts (The Archaeology Group, 2007); but otherwise with no significant findings that 
would warrant additional study.  Conversation with the staff at the Royal Alberta Museum  
also mentioned that it was unlikely Terwillegar Park would have significant archaeological 
findings, in part due to the site disturbance, and in part due to its location within the river 
valley. The most significant findings would be in the Rossdale area of the river valley 
across from the downtown core and downstream from Terwillegar Park.  The river valley at 
Rossdale was a gathering area for Aboriginal peoples and the location of Fort Edmonton. 
 
A review of the available air photos for the park was undertaken.  An air photo taken in 
1920 showed an access road that remains today as one of the trails, and trees throughout 
the park. From 1920 up to the 1990 air photo, the striation of the oxbow can be seen, 
illustrating the shifting river.  The north central area had been cleared and used as a hay 
meadow sometime between 1920 and 1950.  Prior to agricultural use, the park area was 
indigenous forest.  By 1958, a significant portion of the site had already been cleared for 
gravel pit operations (Figure 29 to Figure 31) – the central/east-central open area, the 
northwest bank up to the river’s edge, and the triangular section in the south that could still 
be easily identified up until the 1997 air photo.  Other than the clearings, the only actively 
mined area that was visible in 1950 was the northwest bank.  Figure 29, Figure 30 and 
Figure 31 includes a series of air photos obtained from the City of Edmonton Archives for 
the years of 1958, 1967, 1976, 1986, and 1997, and more recently from the Parks Branch 
in 2008.  The 1958 air photo collection was incomplete at the time of data collection, but it 
was evident that the mined areas had expanded to include what is currently the primary 
river access point (north of the parking lot), and the triangular clearing at the south end of 
the park.  The 1967 air photo illustrates the full extent of mining activities in the park.  The 
park was also used as a site for dumping construction fill.  In terms of the perimeter of the 
park, what is today the south-central “prairie” zone to the northwest edge, and a large 
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section north of the existing parking lot were essentially stripped of trees. This left a 
perimeter of undisturbed mixed balsam poplar forest at the north and east ends of the 
park, and the large aspen stand at the south end of the park.  The land was acquired by 
the City of Edmonton in 1964, which began to plan the park in 1968.  In 1978, some areas 
of the park were graded to lessen the severity of slopes or to level (as the angle of the 
slopes were too hazardous for a public park), gravel pits were turned into ponds, and the 
site was left to regenerate.  Old roads were left to become trails.  By 1976 the triangular 
clearing to the south, and the eastern section of the site had significant tree regeneration.  
Since the central, northwest, west and southwest areas of the site had been cleared for 
mining, these areas are still fairly light in the 1976 air photo, suggesting grassland and 
shrubs as the main vegetative cover.  After another decade passed, large treed patches 
were evident mainly in the west, and cut lines are blurred as the forested areas inch 
outward.  By 2008, the majority of the northwest and west areas had tree cover, but not as 
dense as the east and south portions of the park.  Open patches of trees and shrubs had 
also formed in the center of the park.  The triangular piece to the south was almost filled in, 
while the forest regeneration to the east had essentially erased the mining activities of the 
past. 
 
Terwillegar Park’s “natural” character is mostly the product of time, although formal plans 
were created for the park over the years.  In 1974 a park master plan was completed for 
the City by Associated Engineering Services Ltd. and Lombard North Group.  The master 
plan included an expanded waterway, river access points, and nature interpretation.  
Proposed activities included canoe instruction/rental, children’s water play area, 
hiking/interpretive trails, cross country skiing, tobogganing, ice skating, picnicking, and 
biking.  Although the activities in themselves could be considered passive recreation, the 
master plan proposes substantial facility development – including four buildings and 815 
parking stalls divided throughout the park.  The city lacked funding to implement the 
master plan, and the park has essentially remained untouched since that time.  The City 
contracted a group of consultants to prepare A Vision for Terwillegar Park in 2005, which 
was the first step in the planning process for the park.  Public consultation was used to 
determine how citizens used, valued and perceived the park; what the needs for the park 
were; the level of acceptable development in the park; and management of the park.  Four 
concept plans were developed and presented at an open house, and the feedback 
received led to the development of a final concept plan.  The final concept plan was 
approved by City Council in January 2009.  Since then the only development that has 
occurred is the paving of the access road to the park, landscape restoration from the 
construction, and expansion of the existing gravel parking lot. 
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City of Edmonton Archives (2008) 

 
Figure 29    Air photos of Terwillegar Park for the years of 1958, 1967, 1976, 1986.  

 
 
 

                        Terwillegar Park 1958                              Terwillegar Park 1967 

                         Terwillegar Park 1976  Terwillegar Park 1986 
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Figure 30    Air photos of Terwillegar Park for the years of 1990 and 1997. 

                Terwillegar Park 1990 

               Terwillegar Park 1997 
 City of Edmonton Archives (2008) 
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City of Edmonton Archives (2008) 

 
Figure 31    Air photo of Terwillegar Park for the year 2008.   

                     Terwillegar Park 2008 
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Long Term Planning 
  
 

There are a number of strategic plans that the City of Edmonton has developed which 
directly or indirectly influence Terwillegar Park.  These plans include the North 
Saskatchewan River Valley Area Redevelopment Plan Bylaw No. 7188 (City of Edmonton, 
2006) (commonly referred to as the “River Valley Bylaw”), the Ribbon of Green (City of 
Edmonton, 1992), A Vision for Terwillegar Park: the Terwillegar Park Needs Assessment 
and Visioning Project (Randall Conrad & Associates Ltd., 2005), Edmonton’s Urban Park 
Management Plan: 2006-2016 (City of Edmonton, 2006)(UPMP), A Plan of Action for the 
Capital Region River Valley Park (The River Valley Alliance, 2007), and the City of 
Edmonton’s Municipal Development Plan (City of Edmonton, 2010). 
 
The River Valley Bylaw was initially adopted in 1985 by City Council, and most recently 
consolidated in 2006. Its objective was to protect the River Valley and Ravine System, and 
to establish principles for future park development and outline development considerations 
for two mature river valley neighbourhoods. The bylaw extends across the North 
Saskatchewan River through the city, including Terwillegar Park, and includes the 
connecting ravines, as shown in Figure 32.  Bylaw No. 7188 was the first of a series of 
plans and policies to influence conservation, development and management in the River 
Valley and Ravine System.  The summary of the policies regarding parkland development 
(Section 3.2) outlined in Bylaw No. 7188 are as follows (p.8–10): 
 

� Areas with significant vegetation, potential wildlife and waterfowl habitat, or 
other unique natural physical features shall be managed as nature 
conservation areas and may be used for outdoor education, interpretation or 
low intensity recreational activities; 

� River edge and ravine lands will be used for low intensity outdoor recreational 
activities; 

� Vehicular access to parking areas in parks is permitted, but otherwise limits 
vehicles on parkland; 

� Pedestrian river crossings are to exist for the purpose of connecting 
recreational activity nodes and other park amenities; and, 

� Selected sites with outstanding view potential will be encouraged to be 
developed as “viewpoint” parks. 
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City of Edmonton Planning and Development Department (2000). 

 
Figure 32    The River Valley Bylaw applies to the river valley and ravine areas colored on this map. 
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The Ribbon of Green is a master plan document published in 1992 establishing guidelines 
for future policy development around long term development, use, and management of the 
North Saskatchewan River Valley as a whole.  Long term development was prioritized, and 
Terwillegar was set at low priority due to its location.  At the time, the high priority areas 
were the portions of river valley on either side of the city’s central core.  The Master Plan 
restricted development of the river valley, instead concentrating recreation into park nodes 
tied together with an integrated trail system.  Overall, the goal was to make the river valley 
accessible to the public for recreation without compromising the integrity of the natural 
landscape and wildlife habitat.  Input from the public was included in the formation of the 
document to determine appropriate levels of development throughout the river valley.  The 
wording of the principles holds long term conservation/preservation as the greatest priority 
over human uses, and to encourage environmental responsibility among its users.  Aside 
from carefully planned trails which minimize environmental impact, any other development 
should be focused on sites that are already disturbed. 
  
A Vision for Terwillegar Park (Randall Conrad & Associates Ltd, 2005) was the initial stage 
of the planning process for the development of a master plan for Terwillegar Park.  It is the 
summary of the public consultation process to determine what services and facilities are 
important to the citizens of Edmonton.  The details of the public consultation process are 
discussed in detail in the Inventory and Analysis section following. 
 
Edmonton’s Urban Park Management Plan: 2006-2016 (UPMP) “provides strategic 
direction for the acquisition, design, construction, maintenance, preservation and 
animation (or use) of parks” (City of Edmonton, 2006, p.2).  The Ribbon of Green (1992) 
and the River Valley Bylaw are among a number of existing documents used to inform the 
strategies outlined in UPMP, and as such, similar principles and objectives are echoed.  
The following recommendations are made for natural areas in general (p.36 – 39): 
 

� public access but minimized development; selective planting to support 
and encourage biodiversity; 

� Removal of noxious weeds and invasive plant species; 
� Protection of wildlife habitats; 
� Adopt ecologically based park design, construction and maintenance; 
� Restore ecologically degraded or damaged ecosystems 
� More specifically directed to river valley and ravine parks, UPMP also 

recommends the following (p.65 - 67): 
� Support facilities such as washrooms and water fountains are required to 

support the use and enjoyment of the river valley; 
� Preservation and protection of the river valley forest; 
� Provide four season activities; 
� Provide viewpoints and vistas to and from the top of bank; 
� Trails to provide opportunities for persons with disabilities (although this 

does not mean all trails are to be paved); 
� Encourage river valley awareness and appreciation; 
� Major facilities are undesirable unless there is a specific connection to the 

river valley; 
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A Plan of Action for the Capital Region River Valley Park (The River Valley Alliance, 2007) 
envisions an alliance with Parkland County, Leduc County, the City of Edmonton, 
Strathcona County, the City of Fort Saskatchewan, and Sturgeon County to create a 
metropolitan regional park system (Figure 33 and Figure 34a-34b).  The North 
Saskatchewan River Valley would become a destination for tourists and locals alike, with 
“a rich blend of preserved natural areas, places for recreation, winding trails, river access, 
urban life, historical sites, and world-class attractions and events” (p.3).  The River Valley 
Alliance also saw the need for joint-effort long term management of the river valley to 
ensure a lasting legacy for future generations. From the Town of Devon at the southwest 
extent, to the City of Fort Saskatchewan at the northeast extent, the river valley is divided 
into seven planning areas, each with a particular focus or theme.  Terwillegar Park is part 
of Area 3: Valley Attractions (Figure 35), which encompasses the river valley portion 
between Anthony Henday Drive to Groat Road.  The vision for Terwillegar Park here is a 
“nature-based outdoor recreation park…[with] a new landmark pedestrian bridge [to] 
provide access to both sides of the river” (p.22).  The (not to scale) illustration of the park 
shows pedestrian footbridges on the east side of the park connecting to the Centennial 
Valley lands across the river to the north, and south-centrally connected to the E.L. Smith 
Water Treatment Plant to the south.  Symbols showing hiking and water-based 
recreational activities are also shown. 
 
The City of Edmonton’s Municipal Development Plan (MDP) (2010) seeks to “protect, 
preserve and enhance a system of conserved natural areas within a functioning and 
interconnected ecological network” (p.63), and, “restore ecologically degraded and/or 
damaged ecological systems and linkages to protect, expand and enhance biodiversity” 
(p.64).  The MDP also recognizes the North Saskatchewan River Valley and Ravine 
System as “Edmonton’s greatest natural asset”, and as such, part of the City’s objective is 
to make the river valley accessible to all citizens year round (p.66).  Parks and open 
spaces should be used to “complement and enhance biodiversity, linkages, habitat and the 
overall health of Edmonton’s ecological network” (p.68). The statements made are generic 
and without specific mention of Terwillegar Park, or where linkages should be made.  
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Figure 33    The municipalities included in the Capital Region River Valley Park, and the portion of the North   
      Saskatchewan River included in this regional plan. 
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34a 

 
The River Valley Alliance (2007, p.16-17). 

 
34b 
 
Figure 34a-34b Park themes along the North Saskatchewan River identified as part of the Capital Region River 

 Valley Park in their respective municipalities (34a).  Terwillegar Park shown as part of  the “Valley 
 Attractions” segment (34b). 
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The River Valley Alliance (2007, p.22-23). 

 
Figure 35    Expansion of the plans for Planning Area 3, which includes Terwillegar Park. 
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The strategic plans described above are a good basis for application to Terwillegar Park.  
They aim for conservation or preservation of Edmonton’s river valley, low intensity 
recreation, connectivity for trail users, and limiting development.  These are all principles I 
agree with, but there are a few points of criticism, as follows: 
 

1. Although each document was informed by the previous documents, the newer 
documents do not supersede the older documents.  This leaves the 
administration to refer to multiple strategic documents when making decisions, 
and this opens the possibility to a different interpretation of each one, or 
missing one altogether.  Creating a comprehensive document, that 
incorporates the intentions and strongest points of each of these documents 
would limit the possibility of misinterpretation and omissions. 

 
2. There is a lack of specificity in these documents that could really help provide 

stronger direction for future planning, development, and management of the 
river valley. 

 
a. The Ribbon of Green requires updating, and a similar plan needs to 

be developed for the city that addresses the northwest and 
southwest ends of the river valley through Edmonton – as it is 
important to be clear about the intentions of the “undeveloped” 
sections early on, before they become compromised or limited by 
development.  This undertaking requires a large financial and time 
commitment by the City, in order to understand what the current 
biophysical status and interactions are, and what the appropriate 
course of action might be. 

b. Elaboration on “how” and “why” in these documents would help 
elevate the strategic documents (or a future document) in terms of 
their importance and necessity in following their directives.  For 
example, UPMP mentions “preservation and protection of the river 
valley forest”, and “public access”, but does not give specifics on 
how to achieve both, or why each is deemed necessary.  Details on 
management in a published document are helpful in itself as an 
educational tool for the public and would assist in acceptance of the 
methods.   

 
3. A Plan of Action for the Capital Region River Valley Park mentions “historical 

sites”, but this is in recognition of the Fort Edmonton Park as an existing 
activity node.  The strategic documents do not explicitly mention cultural 
history, natural history, or incorporation of artwork in the river valley.     

 
Although each strategic document had its strong points, the sentiments of The Ribbon of 
Green and Frederick Todd’s vision for the river valley resonated with my own.  Each 
existing river valley park certainly has its own qualities, but the larger ones mostly feel like 
parks in the river valley, as opposed to river valley parks.  There has been an imbalance 
with emphasis on human recreation over environmental values, or even the aesthetic 
values of the river valley in these parks.  In order to “secure open spaces for the benefit of 
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future generations” (Herzog, 2000, as cited in Abma and Gibbs, 2006), as per Todd’s 
vision, have recreation without compromising the integrity of the landscape and wildlife 
habitat, and encourage environmental responsibility, the strategy for Terwillegar Park must 
shift the balance towards the opposite direction of the other parks.  Recreation will not be 
left out of the strategy for Terwillegar Park, but environmental values and efforts must 
come forward as priorities.   
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Analysis 
 
 

In the course of developing a master plan for Terwillegar Park, biophysical analyses and 
public consultation were incorporated as components.  There were various methods used 
by the consultants hired by the City to formulate the vision for the park, including a general 
population telephone survey, open houses, focus groups, an academic forum, and emailed 
survey and meetings with stakeholder groups.  In addition to a random survey of 800 
Edmonton households, the other groups consulted included the following: the Terwillegar 
Riverbend Advisory Council, Terwillegar Off Leash Dog Owners Coalition, mountain bikers, 
nature enthusiasts/environmental groups, boaters/water based groups, seniors/disabled, 
cultural/Aboriginal, Urban Parks Management Plan Stakeholders, trail users, community 
leagues, emails received from the public and open house attendees. There were many 
commonalities in term of perception and desires for the park, but also points of conflict. 
 
The public perception of the park coincided with the way they perceived the future design 
and management of Terwillegar Park.  The park is perceived as a safe and natural place to 
escape from urban pressures, and any development should be harmonious in design with 
the natural features, and the activities should permit the site to regenerate over time 
(Randall Conrad & Associates Ltd., 2005, p. 14).  Furthermore, there was a general 
consensus that despite topographic constraints, all citizens should have the opportunity to 
enjoy the park, but by the same token, wanted the road and parking designed to prevent 
overuse of the site (p.15).  As a unique entity within the river valley, the park offers 
educational and recreational opportunities, but conservation is important for long term 
enjoyment for future generations (p. 15 and 16).  Generally, the public desire leaned 
towards minimally intrusive design, controlling use, conservation, naturalization, and 
education. 
 
Perception emerged as a particularly interesting theme in my evaluation of the site, first in 
terms of the park’s physical attributes and history, and then how to proceed with design 
and management.  The park is an unassuming presence in the neighbourhood, as the 
entrance to the park is lacking a sense of arrival and invitation, and requires punctuation.  
The biodiversity and the dynamic changes in the park greatly influenced my perception of 
what the park is and what it could be.  Different textures, forms, colors, or species came 
into focus with each visit, particularly when the season changed.  The subtle or not so 
subtle changes are part of the unique identity of the park, and need to be brought forward 
to enhance the park experience for all future visitors.  The perception of the park by the 
public as a pristine wilderness and a refuge in the city is understandable, as no other river 
valley park has the diversity, lack of development, and sheer size, but the reality the park 
is the remnant of a gravel mine.  There are no obvious artifacts like there was in 
Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord or the Sudgelande Nature Park to draw attention to the 
industrial history of the site.  The naturalized construction fill pile, network of wetlands, and 
wide loop trail are modest reminders.  An opportunity exists to challenge the public on 
what urban wildness is.  The design interventions do not need to be overt or literal, but 
could take the form of small interventions that seem out of place, but are meant to 
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encourage visitors to contemplate and re-think what is front of them.  This approach is 
minimally intrusive, educational, and is compatible with conservation goals. 
 
When stakeholder groups and the public were asked to describe in more detail how 
specific aspects of the park should be designed, it can be argued that meeting all the 
design requests could in fact conflict with their more generalized vision of naturalization 
and conservation.  Generally, each group wanted unrestricted or greater access for their 
purposes within the park.  The list of potential facilities and services, and their level of 
preference by individual stakeholder groups is tabulated in Figure 36a-36b.  More 
specifically, the following design components were mentioned by specific stakeholder 
groups, as follows (Ibid, p. 20-25): 

 
Nature and Wildlife Appreciation 
 
Among all the various design elements and program possibilities in Terwillegar Park, 
nature and wildlife appreciation was ranked as the most important by all stakeholder 
groups and general public through the consultation process.  The enjoyment visitors 
experience in the park “is tied to the natural attributes of the site either directly or 
indirectly” (p.20).  Although much of the park is altered by human activity, 
“stakeholders see Terwillegar Park as a unique, natural, and relatively untouched 
component of the river valley system” (p.15).  In the tabulated summary of the facility 
and service preferences and priorities of consulted stakeholders, there was general 
support for interpretive displays, but it was more important that there were 
opportunities to see and experience, rather than needing signage.   
 
There are a number of ways to offer park users ways to see and experience the park 
that can also serve to educate and foster an appreciation for the park and the river 
valley.  The opportunities are as follows: 
 

� Viewpoints at key areas will offer views of the snaking bends of the river 
and the lush river valley vegetation.  Small shoreline access areas, 
outside of the main beach area across from the parking lot, can offer park 
users an opportunity to get close to the water in a more intimate setting, 
and provide a closer view of the striated and exposed geology of the 
opposite bank.   

 
� Interpretive signage is often placed in fixed locations and left in place for 

years on end.  Not only do the signs deteriorate over time, but are rarely 
given a second glance once a park user has read them the first time.  A 
rotation strategy can keep interpretive signage current and maintain the 
interest of park users.  It will encourage users to actively engage with the 
park, and start to look, listen, touch, and/or contemplate instead of just 
passing through.  The locations and content of the signs will change 
periodically to bring attention to individual species, interactions, 
management strategies, etc.   
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� Subtle re-grading around the edges of the pond area will not only improve 
wetland habitat, but also provide better wildlife viewing opportunities. 

 
� Vegetation enhancement and restoration activities will not only serve to 

achieve the goal of improving the habitat and biodiversity of the park, but it 
also presents an opportunity to educate park users of how the park is 
being managed and for what purpose.  There is great value in helping 
Edmontonians understand that in fact this “nature park” is not a given in 
the city, requires effort to maintain, and that the public is an integral part of 
this effort. 

 
Dogs Off Leash  
 
Terwillegar Park is a popular designated dogs off leash site, and maintaining it as such 
was ranked second most important after maintaining/enhancing the park’s natural 
character and wildlife habitat.  As noted by the EDS Group’s Opportunities and 
Constraints Analysis report (2007), dogs off leash are a contributing factor to the low 
population of nesting waterfowl around the pond area.  There are numerous parks and 
green spaces throughout the city where dogs off leash are allowed.  The conservation 
goals of the park must take priority over dogs off leash use of the site in order to allow 
the park to evolve to a higher level of ecological function and a legacy worthy park, 
and this will mean implementing restrictions on off leash use of the park. 
 
Public Toilets 
 
The need for indoor washrooms ranked roughly third most important to the public and 
stakeholders.  Lack of “proper” washroom facilities would likely discourage many park 
users from spending a long time at the park, particularly school groups, families with 
children, and seniors.  Utility servicing is generally lacking in the park, but there are 
three main considerations that will influence Terwillegar Park’s development:  1) It is 
cost prohibitive to provide utility servicing throughout the park, due to the topography 
of the park; 2) The City of Edmonton Parks Branch operates on the principle that 
parkland should be as unencumbered as possible by utility right-of-ways, and 3) 
Servicing the entire park would mean clearing a significant amount of vegetation and 
major disturbance to existing habitat.  A utility-serviced washroom facility should be 
placed adjacent to the parking lot and beyond the flood-prone areas. 
 
Varied trail Surfaces, Access and Connections 
 
Cyclists, walkers, runners and joggers all sought continuous paved multi-use trails 
throughout the park, and as connections to the rest of the river valley.  Physically 
disabled users ultimately wanted level surfaces that would permit year round access, 
and these surfaces need not always be paved (Ibid, p. 20).  In the public survey of 800 
households, 85% felt paved multi-use trails and river crossings were important to have 
in the river valley, but when this question was posed specifically to Terwillegar Park, 
58% felt these were important elements.  This change in level of support perhaps 
originates from the desire to minimize intrusive development in the park.   As frequent 
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users of the park, dog walkers and nature enthusiasts in particular were concerned 
about trail width, alignments and the use of paving.  In order to accommodate a wider 
multi-use trail (which is typically 3.0m), vegetation would need to be cleared, and this 
would be of particular concern in ecologically sensitive areas.  City bylaws dictate that 
dogs must be leashed on parkland trails 0.5m wide or greater, and on boulevards, with 
the exception of designated off-leash sites.  Widening trails within the park potentially 
implies that dogs will have to be leashed where it currently is not required. 
 
Cross country skiers sought dedicated tracks in the winter.  Although there is an 
existing cross country ski trail system within Terwillegar Park, there are conflicts with 
other park users walking over the set tracks since the main route overlaps with a 
primary route around the park used by the majority of other park visitors. 
 
Mountain biking enthusiasts wanted “a single track natural cycling course (one way 
trail) that provides a variety of terrain experiences and obstacles” (p. 21). Opportunities 
for group mountain biking on unimproved trails, and a competitive paved trail course 
between 2 and 5 kilometres in length were also desired.   
 
The majority of consulted groups and the public supported continuous paved trails, 
footbridge connections, and improved vehicle access.  By the same token, there was 
recognition that the terrain will limit accessibility for some, and that location of trails 
and footbridges needed to be carefully placed.  There was general support for paving 
the access road and parking lot. In addition, users felt that “road access and parking 
should be designed to control volumes of use; and, that overbuilding will compromise 
[the parks’] natural character” (p.15).   
 
An effective circulation system is an integral part of the design and management 
strategy for Terwillegar Park.  Directing (as much as possible) and organizing how 
people move through the park also facilitates the habitat reclamation and 
enhancement efforts by limiting or discouraging access to sensitive areas.  The 
abundance of informal trails can confuse park users who are not familiar with the park.  
Shortcutting or heavier use of unsanctioned trails can lead to the introduction of edge 
species, and compromising interior forest habitat.  Creating a hierarchy and 
formalization of trails gives park users cues on where to go. 
 
Water Access 
 
The “beach” area north of the parking lot is a popular access point where boaters can 
safely launch canoes and kayaks into the river.  These users would like to see a 
design that would permit vehicles direct access to the water for launching. 
 
All park users want to maintain access to the river and to the pond area, and 
opportunities for nature interpretation.  There was also support, particularly with 
naturalists, for the possibility of improvement to the pond habitat. 
 

Function and accessibility for park users are deficient in the park.  With parking 
deficiencies already existing in the park, a modest expansion should be incorporated to 
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control parking locations, and to accommodate additional users that park redevelopment 
will likely bring.  The current hand launch is not convenient to use, and incorporating a 
specialized drop off/parking area for canoes/kayaks will encourage river recreation.  The 
steeper slopes surrounding some of the wetlands can be softened where access will not 
negatively impact the vegetation or wildlife activity.  A well-used park must have basic 
amenities that enable visitors to enjoy the park in reasonable comfort.  Washrooms are 
essential, and should be located adjacent to the parking lot (which most will be using) to 
minimize utility encumbrances to the park, and is outside of flood prone areas.  Additional 
benches and formalized viewpoints are needed to offer rest points, and should be situated 
in locations of interest.  Trail improvements and river crossings are needed to provide 
connections to neighbourhoods across the river, encourage non-motorized transportation, 
and allow citizens with limited mobility to visit the park. 
 
Numerous user groups with different recreational demands implies the need for controlled 
recreational use in the park, not only to accommodate a variety of uses, but also to meet 
the conservation objectives of the City and the public.  Although the park is a designated 
dogs off leash park, leash use will be required throughout the park, except within the 
designated off-leash area.  This will in turn improve recreational opportunities for nature-
enthusiasts by minimizing disruption to wildlife and vegetation.   Cross country ski 
opportunities should be enhanced to improve winter recreation opportunities.  Snow cover 
offers protection to otherwise delicate and sensitive vegetation.  Ski tracks can be 
groomed in more sensitive areas or where access is otherwise restricted during the 
growing season, such as the wetlands, to enrich cross country skiing opportunities and 
reduce conflicts with dog walkers and pedestrians.  Since the topsoil depth of open 
grassed portion of the park is thin and plagued with noxious weeds, there is justification to 
opening up the area for more dramatic landscape changes since the habitat value is low 
compared to the remainder of the park.   Off trail mountain biking through forested slopes 
can be damaging and disruptive to the vegetative communities and wildlife, and providing 
a designated area managed for their use will help curb damage elsewhere.  The open 
grass area is an opportunity to create the challenging hilly terrain that some of the 
mountain bikers seek. 
 
Although replication of a pristine ecological environment is not possible, conservation and 
reclamation planting can encourage biodiversity and improve wildlife habitat value. 
Reclamation planting in eroded areas, unsanctioned trails, and edges would help reduce 
fragmentation, and the subsequent densification of vegetation would reduce undesirable 
foot traffic and encourage wildlife.  Reclamation is a long process however, and requires a 
monitoring program and management plan.                                                                                                              
 
When the overall facility/service preferences were tabulated, there were a number of 
elements that ranked overall fairly low in importance (Figure 36a-36b).  Picnic areas were 
only deemed high priority by respondents in the general public telephone survey, 
cultural/Aboriginal groups and trail users, while other groups felt other facilities and 
services were more important to have in the park.  Open grass fields were very important 
only to the telephone survey respondents and the off-leash dog owners, but did not appear 
to be important to other groups.  Skating and sledding were important to the telephone 
respondents, but again, not of great importance to other groups.  Other facilities/services 
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that overall received little support include playgrounds, indoor shelters, orienteering, city 
wide events and festivals, a whitewater canoe and kayaking facility, groomed fields for 
team sports, fishing areas, water spray parks, outdoor classroom facilities, art displays and 
food services.  The lack of overall support for these services and facilities reinforces the 
ideas that minimal infrastructure is desired, and that the outdoor nature experience is most 
important. 
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Site Plan and Management Strategy 
 
The physical site plan for the park takes into consideration the opportunities and 
conclusions discussed in the Analysis section, with environmental goals, influence of 
public perception, and celebration of the park’s unique river valley setting in mind.  The site 
plan is organized to address the following primary physical objectives: 
 

� Improve function, accessibility and comfort for park users 
� Create varied recreational opportunities 
� Enhance wildlife habitat and biodiversity 

 
In order to meet these objectives, the following categorized design strategies will inform 
the overall site plan for the park (see Figure 37): 
 
Circulation and Recreation: 
 

1. Improve park accessibility for park users. 
2. Provide recreational opportunities year round. 

 
Wildlife Habitat: 
 

3. Existing intact forest areas to be conserved and protected as a legacy for 
future generations.   

4. Rehabilitation or enhancement of areas with lower habitat value to indigenous 
species or have a high proportion of noxious weeds. 

5. Reduce fragmentation of vegetative zones by eliminating and reclaiming 
unnecessary trails. 

 
Amenities: 
 

6. Locate washroom facilities in convenient locations for public use with 
consideration for maintenance access and long term costs. 

7. Improve river access for canoeing/kayaking. 
8. Provide viewpoint opportunities or direct river access at low-impact locations. 
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Figure 37    TERWILLEGAR PARK OVERALL SITE PLAN 

Air photo base courtesy of The City of Edmonton (2007) 
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Circulation and Recreation 

 
The circulation network (Figure 38) is designed to address three main categories of visitor 
circulation needs:   

 
1. The commuter, whose primary interest is to cut through the park, and travel from 

one side of the river to the other;  
2. The general park user (which includes the majority of park users), who want to be 

able to enjoy a variety of experiences throughout the park with ease; and  
3. The adventurist, who is primarily there for a specialized recreational activity such 

as mountain biking, canoe/kayaking, or cross country skiing.    
 

There are three main trail types incorporated into the master plan for the park – 3.0m multi-
use, gravel surface, and unimproved “dirt” paths.  Terwillegar Park already has an 
extensive network of unimproved trails (Figure 39).  Smaller goat path trails are not shown 
due to the scale of the air photo.  The proposed circulation network repurposes a number 
of the existing trails, particularly along the perimeter of the park, because these routes 
provide excellent scenic opportunities and are generally easy to traverse.  In addition, the 
existing trails are already cleared of vegetation, and are already easy to access – which in 
turn implies lower paving costs, minimal construction impacts, and will be less 
environmentally and ecologically disruptive.  The extent of the trail network has been 
reduced because the existing trails were a major cause of fragmentation of the vegetative 
zones, which invited invasive and edge species.  Any two or more existing trails that were 
very close together and offered similar views and experiences were pared down.  In 
addition, in some areas trails were located along the perimeter of an area, as opposed to 
through an area (eg. the triangle-shaped prairie zone on the escarpment), to create larger, 
solid parcels of vegetation. 
 
A 3.0m wide, paved asphalt trail is commonly seen throughout the river valley as a two-
way “multi-use” trail (Figure 40), meant to accommodate most passive park uses, including 
reduced mobility visitors, but also to permit emergency access should the need arise.  The 
multi-use trail makes up the main loops (Figure 38) shown in red) that will take park users 
through or around each zone in the park.  The outer multi-use trail loop runs mostly around 
the perimeter of the park providing the user with a variation in terrain.  The second loop 
circulates around the relatively flat central (formerly the open grass area) portion of the 
park and is universally accessible.  Shown in orange (Figure 38) is the “river valley 
commuter trail”.  This provides a direct connection between the Centennial Valley Lands 
across the river at the east end of the park, and to the Cameron Heights neighbourhood 
across the river at the south end of the park, via a 3.0m multi-use asphalt trail.  The multi-
use trails are intended to be kept clear throughout the year. 
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 Figure 38   CIRCULATION & AMENTITIES PLAN 

Air photo base courtesy of The City of Edmonton (2007) 
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City of Edmonton  (2007). 
Figure 39   EXISTING TRAILS IN TERWILLEGAR PARK 
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City of Edmonton (2011). http://www.edmonton.ca/attractions_recreation/parks_rivervalley/whitemud-park-integrated-plan.aspx 

Figure 40  An example of a typical 3.0m wide paved asphalt multi-use trail in the river valley. 
 

The gravel trails are secondary routes meant to satisfy users who may prefer a more 
rustic and informal recreational experience, and provide a variety of alternate routes 
throughout the park.  Gravel paths are a preferred option particularly with steep slopes 
found in the south escarpment, as they are easier to maintain and can be serviced 
without the heavy machinery needed to construct and repair asphalt.  Although these 
trails are intended to be even-surfaced and easy to traverse, it is not intended that 
these trails would be kept clear in winter.  Instead, the vast network of trails presents a 
great opportunity for cross country skiing.  The groomed tracks can vary through this 
network to keep the routes interesting for skiers.  Figure 38 shows a main set of cross 
country ski trails, but as the snow depth builds over winter (smoothing out the grass 
and forb “stubble”), tracks can be groomed into areas without trails.  However, this also 
means communication with the public is important – to inform users of which trails are 
set aside for cross country skiing, which are designated for general use, and when 
these are available. This could be achieved by careful design and trail signage for both 
user types at the amenity/washroom building adjacent to the parking lot. 
 
The footbridges are intended for non-motorized access to the park, providing 
connections to the other side of the river at the east and south ends of the park.  
Elevations at these areas are almost at-grade on either side of the river, which will 
reduce construction costs, minimize infrastructure, and be less visually conspicuous in 
the river valley.   
 
Mountain biking enthusiasts will have two areas of trails for their use at the eastern 
boundary of the park, and at the center of the park (Figure 38).  The eastern portion of 
the park had existing trails through the varied terrain, and these trails have been 
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retained and designated for that purpose.  The central area of the park is not 
regenerating as well as other areas in the park, due to the low standard of 
rehabilitation after gravel mining operations ceased.  There is minimal topsoil and the 
area is abundant with noxious or invasive weeds (Figure 9).  The poor habitat quality 
and foundation soils leaves little worthy of preservation, and presents an opportunity 
for improving the soils and vegetation while accommodating a recreational use.  A 
number of berms and hills are added to create topographical variation and visual 
interest for mountain biking (Figure 41). 
 
Off leash dog enthusiasts can still enjoy access to the park, but modification in their 
behaviour is necessary to improve the success and viability of the park in terms of 
wildlife habitat.  Figure 38 identifies an area set aside for dogs off leash, outlined in 
purple, within the central / east-central geographic zone (Figure 9), with the balance of 
the park to be on leash only.  The off leash area will be vegetated in a naturalized turf 
seed mix and will be bordered predominantly by woody plant material.  This change in 
plant material, along with the addition of boulders and small sections of fencing at the 
edge of the prairie restoration area, serve to define the off leash area.  There are 
numerous dogs off leash parks located throughout the city, and increasing biodiversity, 
habitat and conservation of natural features takes priority over short term recreation 
desires. 
  
Water access is provided at various locations within the park and along the perimeter.  
At the south escarpment adjacent to the footbridge, visitors are given the opportunity 
to appreciate the architecture of bank swallows, the exposed geological formation 
across the river, and a long east-west view right at the shoreline.  At the west end is 
another direct access point to the bend of the river.  There is an existing rocky “beach” 
area which will be enhanced with large boulders for sitting and enjoying the views 
(Figure 38 and Figure 42).  The existing large beach area will remain north of the 
former parking lot, with the addition of a trail connection to formally bring park users 
closer to the water.  Although this large open area would be a great location to launch 
canoes and kayaks, the desire for vehicle access close to the water necessitated a 
separate launch area to minimize congestion with other users and for safety purposes.  
The beach area is a popular location for dog owners and casual park users to get 
close to the river.  Creating a road access loop to the existing beach area would 
require a longer road than what is proposed; increasing vehicle-pedestrian conflict is 
undesirable; and the bustle of transporting canoe/kayaks to the water is disruptive to 
users of the beach who are there to enjoy the scenery.  The canoe/kayak launch is 
located separately between the east footbridge and the existing beach area (Figure 
38), where there is a short multi-use trail connection from the drop off loop to the 
water’s edge.  A naturally occurring sandbar eases the launching process (Figure 43).   
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Figure 42    Introduction of large boulders at the west end river access point provides a place to perch and enjoy the  
     view. 

 
Figure 43    An illustration of the canoe/kayak launch at the water, linked between the parking lot drop off loop by a   
  short multiuse trail connection. 

 

CANOE / KAYAK RIVER ACCESS 
        SCALE N.T.S. 
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Wildlife Habitat and Vegetation Management 
 

The site plan implies a conceptually simple plan to enhance native vegetation and 
subsequently wildlife habitat.  In order to achieve this goal, the following courses of action 
will be required: 

 
Pond Area 
 
Improvements to the existing pond area will serve to encourage use by waterfowl.  This 
includes physical alterations to the pond area, as well as park visitor management. 
 
The side slopes around the existing ponds will be re-graded to improve shoreline 
conditions by lessening the side slopes, which will result in some cases a slight 
enlargement of the overall water body.  A combination of native species vegetation plugs 
and imported wetland soils will then be used to encourage aquatic, emergent and 
shoreline vegetation to establish quickly.  In addition, an island refuge will be created by 
excavating an existing attached mound (Figure 44) to serve as a gathering, resting or 
nesting area for waterfowl, and reduce encounters with predatory animals on land and 
human disturbance.  Flatter slopes around the ponds will make it easier for waterfowl to 
walk in and out of the water to feed or graze, while increasing the vegetative cover and 
island refuge provides shelter and food supply. 
 

     
Figure 44    Air photo showing existing pond area (City of Edmonton, 2007).  An island will be created by 
excavating the area outlined by the red box. 
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 Figure 45   VEGETATION MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Air photo base courtesy of The City of Edmonton (2007) 
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Central / East-Central Zone 
 
The lower standards that existed at the time that mining activities were halted left the 
central / east-central zone of Terwillegar Park with minimal topsoil and even a leftover 
stockpile.  Although grasses, forbs and even some woody vegetation have taken hold 
here, the area is nevertheless plagued by noxious weeds (Figure 8c) and is heavily 
disturbed.  Without soil amendments, this area will likely cater to native and non-native 
weedy species which will then out-compete desirable native species from establishing. The 
low ecological value of this area is transformed into a mountain biking area on the western 
half, while the eastern portion is set aside for the dogs off leash area.  Topsoil will be 
brought in to improve the soil conditions throughout the central/east-central zone, and clay 
fill will also be required to build the mountain biking hills that are proposed in the western 
portion of this area.  Approximately half of the west portion of this area will be covered with 
a mixed grassland/shrub (Figure 45 shown in olive green) while the other half will be 
planted with trees and shrub whips (bright green) to complement the mature balsam poplar 
forest to the north.  The dogs off leash area will be seeded with a native species low-
growing turf mix to minimize maintenance. 
 
 
Management Strategy 
 
Like any other design, long term management is important to consider for long term 
success.  The improvement of the various vegetative zones will require decades to reach 
its potential.  It is impossible to replicate nature, but careful management and planning to a 
certain extent can help expedite the process.  During these years of establishment, it is 
important to educate park users about what is going on in the park and why, so that the 
way they use the park does not cause harm.  For example, if the seeds of an herbaceous 
perennial have germinated, but are very sensitive to foot traffic, it may be necessary to 
restrict access to that area of the park until the plants become more robust – perhaps 
larger in size or allowing the plants to grow a full season and allow seed heads to develop. 
The barrier used will be in place for some time, and consideration should be given to 
aesthetics where possible.  Four sided pressure-treated posts could be painted a bright 
color on the two sides facing approaching trail users, but the perpendicular sides are 
unpainted to blend into the vegetation when facing the fence.  Wire mesh between the 
posts will keep foot traffic out without detracting from the vegetation behind it.  A simple 
interpretive sign can be placed to highlight the plant being protected.  Adapting to the site 
conditions, making adjustments as needed, and engaging external partners and park users 
will ensure a unique, ecologically valuable park space that future generations can 
appreciate. 
 
Support from external groups is critical to the long term success of the park. Examples of 
partner groups are schools, naturalist clubs, botanical societies, etc.  External group 
involvement is a way of educating, inspiring, and fostering a sense of ownership and care 
for the park.  These groups can help with reclamation planting, selective weeding, and 
assist with biodiversity monitoring. 
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A development phasing plan is required to redevelop the park, as it is not practical to close 
off a park from the public for lengthy periods of time without a “public accommodation” 
plan.  Priorities are set as follows: 

 
Phase 1 (0-10 years):  This initial phase is the time to put in the foundation site 
elements which are also the most disruptive construction projects.  Footbridge 
construction, park entry and road construction, parking area development, 
washroom building and portable toilets, trail paving, rehabilitating the access 
points to obsolete trails from the outside edges to create an appearance of 
closure.  Closure, grading and planting the mountain biking area in the 
central/east-central area with a mixture of grass, shrub and tree species. Strip, 
topsoil and seed the dogs off leash area, which can be open to the public after 2 
years of establishment.  Start to build relationships with external partners.  Weed 
management (eg. hand pulling of weeds in sensitive areas), whip/plug planting 
throughout the park via partner groups.   
 
Phase 2 (10-15 years):  Regrade the pond area, establish shoreline and acquatic 
vegetation.  Establish tall grass prairie zones.  Partner groups help with infill 
planting of closed trails. Viewpoint construction and installation of site amenities.  
Mountain bike area accessible.  Vegetation management to encourage 
establishment of native species and removal of invasive, introduced or noxious 
species with the help of partner groups, and new plantings.  Evaluation of 
vegetation establishment progress should be completed and adjustments made at 
least every 5 years. 
 
Phase 3 (15 to 20 years): Replanting or modification of the trails in the mountain 
biking area to keep the area interesting to users. 
 
Phase 4 (20 years onward):  Vegetation management ongoing, washroom 
renovations, evaluation and refocusing as necessary. 
  

 
Other Amenities 
  
 Viewpoints 

 
The direct water access locations previously discussed provide great views along the 
river and across the river.  A high elevation viewpoint structure is placed on the south 
escarpment allowing visitors a long distance view to the Anthony Henday Drive, and to 
appreciate the steep slopes and forest below (Figure 46).  Benches placed around the 
pond area serve not only as resting locations, but an opportunity to observe wildlife 
activity.  The large beach area north of the parking lot has existing memorial benches 
set back from the shoreline that will be retained.  These benches offer a great view of 
the exposed geological formation of the opposite side of the river, and a place to watch 
the people and dogs below using the beach area. 
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Figure 46    Viewpoint located in the south escarpment, permitting views of the river to Anthony Henday Drive to the  
      south, and westward to the bend of the river. 

 
 
Park Access and Parking 

 
The existing gravel roadway is slightly narrow in places, and the master plan calls for 
paving it to accommodate larger vehicles such as buses, trucks, trailers and boats 
(Figure 38).  Although the overall experience of driving down the winding road is quite 
pleasant, the park lacks a proper entrance (Figure 47).  Figure 48 illustrates an 
entrance design which has a greater presence and acknowledges the park’s history as 
a gravel pit mine.  The entry area would begin with a large boulder grouping on either 
side of the road, with the park name engraved into the stone; which would then be 
followed with a stone retaining wall in place of the existing pressure treated wood wall; 
and finally, large boulders lining the roadway.  Native aspen or balsam poplar trees will 
be the primary species lining the sides of the roadway and become sculpture-like in 
the winter months. 
 
The main parking lot will be expanded to accommodate more vehicles, and is offset 
from the access road to avoid a arriving into a parking lot as opposed to seeing a 
grand view of the park.  The loop design is meant to provide a short but pleasant, and 
convenient driving experience for canoe/kayak users who will be dropping off 
equipment by the river (Figure 38).  After the drop off, a smaller angled parking area is 
provided to accommodate vehicles requiring longer and wider stalls.  At the center of 
the drop off loop is a large berm traffic island, planted with species found in the aspen / 
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balsam poplar forest, with a walk through trail to permit direct access to the washroom 
building (Figure 49). 
 

Washroom Building  
 
The lack of existing servicing on site presents a challenge to the development of the 
park.  The size of the park, its location and the logistics required to fully service the 
park is cost prohibitive.  Considering nearly a third of the park is subject to a 1 in 100 
year flood event, it also does not make sense to intensively service the entire park.  
Also, the conclusion from Randall Conrad & Associates Ltd.’s (2005) public 
consultation process is that enhancements are desired, but so is minimal infrastructure 
and retaining the “natural” feel of the park.  A composting toilet is provided above the 
flood line adjacent to the south footbridge, and a serviced washroom facility is centrally 
located by the parking lots.  It will also serve as a location to provide communication 
about the operation and use of the park.   
 

 
 
Figure 47 The existing retaining walls at the entrance of the park can be seen upon entry or exiting    
  the park. 
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PARK ENTRANCE 
SCALE N.T.S. 

 
Figure 48 The new park entrance recognizes the park’s history and has greater visual impact than 

the existing entrance. 

 

TERWILLEGAR      

        PARK 
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Site Furniture and Area Protection 
 
Benches and waste receptacles are situated for the comfort and convenience of park 
users at key locations where there is something to observe or nodes where trails meet 
(see Figure 38).  The pond area presents a unique opportunity to recognize the gravel 
pit mining history.  The form of the benches around the pond resemble aged buckets 
that had once been a part of an excavator or front end loader, on top of a corrugated 
base that resembles the shoe/track treads.  Short (fixed) gravel piles in front serve as 
footrests or another spot to perch.   
 
Two strategies will be in place to educate/inform and protect various areas of the park 
while vegetation is establishing – signage and “fencing”.  The first point of 
communication is the washroom building where visitors will likely encounter as they 
enter the park, and this is a logical place to communicate that the park transformation 
is ongoing, and to be aware of fenced areas.  The overall map of the park would also 
be placed here.  Large areas may need to be fenced using snow fencing or temporary 
chain link fencing, such as when the mountain biking hills are being constructed and 
vegetation is establishing.  Smaller areas can be surrounded or blocked off in more 
creative manners, that might be perceived as artwork or peak the visitor’s curiosity.  
Examples are:  1) Placement of single boulders or a pile of boulders at the access 
points to a trail, where one or more may have an animal footprint or leaf carving.  In a 
addition to placing a physical barrier, the symbol carved in the boulder is a gentle 
reminder of why the barrier is in place; 2) A row of tree stumps or a series of logs laid 
on their sides offer a resting spot while acting as a barrier; and 3) A series of wood 
planks set in the ground in a straight or curved line at a forty-five degree angle when 
approaching from afar may look like a solid barrier, but up close one can see the 
spacing between each plank – also acting as temporary sculpture.  These planks 
could be painted by school groups as part of a conservation or stewardship program, 
and in turn encourage a sense of ownership and responsibility by these groups.  
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Conclusion 
 
 Edmontonians hold the North Saskatchewan River Valley in high regard and source of 

pride as a defining feature of the city.  Edmonton’s population and footprint has grown 
significantly in the last decade, increasing demand on urban green spaces and parks.  The 
expansion of the city has made Terwillegar Park an important park not only for the rapidly 
growing southwest, but also as a city-wide park for all of Edmonton as a river valley park.  
Terwillegar Park was chosen as the subject site for this practicum as it became clear that 
the park’s long term future and identity needed to be defined. 

 
 Terwillegar Park is a 174 hectare public park, situated in the bend of the North 

Saskatchewan River within southwest Edmonton.  Although the site was a former gravel 
pit mining operation, it was left untouched with the exception of some minor grading, and 
has naturalized over time.  The park is unique for a number of reasons: 

 
� It is the largest named park within Edmonton’s river valley, within a continuous 

green belt running through the center of the city; 
� The park is considered “natural” by the public because it is mostly 

undeveloped; while other named parks are seen as more formal in character; 
� There are 13 different plant communities present on site and varied 

topography; 
� Its u-shaped configuration means the North Saskatchewan River almost 

completely surrounds the park; and, 
� The parcel is surrounded by low-density residential development or 

recreational development, and on three sides, the river further buffers 
development 

  
After a brief initial desktop study of the park and its surrounding context, I set out on a visit 
to the park to make my own observations about what stood out, who was there, what the 
experience was like, and what could be improved.  The visual experience of entering the 
park along a winding, enclosed feeling roadway, which then opened up to this expansive 
park space with views of the river was very impressive.  There were many trails to explore 
and lots to see.  Every visit was different and memorable, because the park was always 
changing and different aspects of the park would come into focus - textures, colors, animal 
use, scents, sounds, heights, the macroscopic and microscopic.  Seeing the park during 
the winter months provided valuable insight to the scale, distance, contours and views, all 
of which were much harder to determine with leaf cover.  The various vegetative zones 
were distinctive and unlike any other river valley park in Edmonton.   
 
After recording personal observations about Terwillegar Park, the investigation turned to 
the history of the site.  Aboriginal use and trade occurred further downstream at what is 
now the Rossdale neighbourhood.  No significant archaeological artifacts were ever 
discovered at Terwillegar Park on record, but a detailed history for the area is also lacking.  
The site was forested, then cleared and used as a hay meadow sometime between 1920 
and 1950.  During the 1950s, the majority of the site was used for gravel pit mining and 
construction fill dumping.  The various ponds appear to be a product of mining activities.  
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Reclamation standards were low when the City of Edmonton acquired the land in 1964, 
leaving a large central portion of the park with thin and poor quality soils.  Minor re-grading 
was done to lessen the severity of the slopes around the ponds, but otherwise the site was 
left untouched and has evolved into its present state.  The findings of a public consultation 
process was compiled into a document called A Vision for Terwillegar Park in 2005 
(Randall Conrad & Associates Ltd.), and was completed by a group of consultants hired by 
the City of Edmonton as the start of a planning process for the redevelopment of the park.  
The planning process resulted in the development of concept plans, but the park has in 
effect remained the same, due to a lack of funding. 
 
A critical review of the relevant strategic planning documents from the City of Edmonton 
was completed to determine their implications for Terwillegar Park, and subsequently my 
strategy for the park started to take shape.  The programming demands on river valley 
parks is high, and perhaps this is the reason why it seems as though the river valley has 
been left out of as an integral part of their design and use.  These are parks in the river 
valley, and not river valley parks.  The overall direction that the strategic documents 
provided was one of stewardship/conservation/preservation of the North Saskatchewan 
River Valley as a precious and unique resource for Edmonton, encouraging environmental 
education and appreciation, and low impact recreational uses.  In order to take Terwillegar 
Park in this direction, the environmental goals had to become the top priority informing 
decisions made on how the park should be organized, what activities would occur there, 
and how to manage the site. 
 
The analytical process involved a close examination of the public consultation and site 
inventory to derive the necessary physical components of the site, but the vision for the 
site greatly influenced the evaluation process for determining what opportunities were 
available.  This process involved asking many questions, and then the possibilities that 
Terwillegar Park could offer.  Two examples of these questions and answers are as 
follows: 

 
1. Q:  What are ways to encourage wildlife appreciation? 
       A:  Make it visible by increasing biodiversity (i.e. habitat improvement to attract 

and support) and offering places to observe wildlife.  
 
2. Q:  Vegetation enhancement and rehabilitation will take time, and in the process 

access to portions of the park, whether small or large, will need to be 
restricted.  How can I make the evolution of the park engaging to the public, as 
opposed to an inconvenience? 

A:  Communication of why something is happening allows park users to 
appreciate the necessity of temporary restrictions.  This communication can 
occur through interpretive signage or programs.  The barrier itself could be 
aesthetically interesting, and act as a visual cue that something is happening 
in the park to be explored.  Highlighting changes in the park creates 
awareness of the park’s evolution, as opposed to a park that is always the 
same.  The process of weed management or planting is labor intensive and 
requires more resources than the City alone can afford.  Involving schools, 
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horticulture/naturalist clubs or other volunteer groups to assist in this process 
creates a sense of ownership and pride for the individuals involved. 

 
As a starting point to determining how to organize the site, three main objectives were 
identified as follows: 
 

� Improve function, accessibility and comfort for park users 
� Create varied recreational opportunities 
� Enhance wildlife habitat and biodiversity 

 
The next step involved breaking these objectives down into three categories where the 
strategies could be further identified – circulation and recreation; wildlife habitat; and site 
amenities.   

 
Many trails exist throughout the park and fragmented the vegetative zones.  The 
circulation system had to cater to the various methods people move through the 
park, and the various reasons for using the park.  A hierarchical circulation system, 
and reducing the number of trails serves to direct the public into common routes, 
meeting circulation needs but offering a variety of options for people to move 
through the park, and enables the vegetation to re-establish or grow where 
necessary.  Controlling how recreation occurs also serves the long term 
conservation and vision for the park.  A designated dogs off leash area is located 
in the central open area where the ecological value is comparatively low with the 
other vegetative zones in the park.  Dogs must be leashed throughout the rest of 
the park in order to prevent conflicts with wildlife.  Since the central open area has 
a poor soil base and is plagued with weeds, this area presented an opportunity to 
be contoured to accommodate mountain biking, while enhancing biodiversity in the 
park.  Designating locations to access the shoreline allows park users 
opportunities to truly appreciate the park’s river valley setting and natural history. 

 
Each decision made in effect serves multiple purposes, and this is particularly true 
in terms of the aim to increase biodiversity and improve wildlife habitat in the park.  
The complexity in achieving this goal is high and requires numerous resources.  
One facet of this goal is an improvement in the quality and integrity of the habitat, 
and the other facet is to increase the quantity of available habitat. Aside from soil 
improvements, this translates mostly into adding the desired vegetative species or 
removing undesirable vegetation (such as noxious weeds). As mentioned above, 
controlling how people use the park is one way of working towards this goal, as is 
establishing relationships with volunteer groups to plant, weed, monitor and 
evaluate.  A flexible long term management plan is essential to meeting the 
conservation goals, and must be periodically evaluated against these goals to 
determine how the management plan might be updated to improve success. 
 
In order to make Terwillegar accessible, functional and comfortable, some amenity 
improvements were added to the site plan.  Viewpoints and benches are placed in 
locations with interesting views of the river valley or places to view wildlife.  
Benches are also provided as resting spots.  A washroom building is placed 
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beside the parking lot away from flood prone areas, and a composting toilet at the 
south footbridge connecting the park to the Cameron Heights neighbourhood 
across the river.  Two footbridges are proposed, one at the east side of the park to 
the Centennial Valley lands, and to the south, as mentioned.  Punctuation of the 
park entrance invites people to visit the park, and is an opportunity to reflect the 
park’s identity.  The bridges serve to connect neighbouring communities to the 
park.  Parking lot expansion and reconfiguration will serve to provide adequate 
parking and to provide improved access to the river for canoeing/kayaking.  The 
loop design will permit convenient access to the new launch area adjacent to the 
east footbridge.    

  
The vision for Terwillegar Park is a park rich in biodiversity, of high ecological function that 
challenges public perception of nature in the city while fostering environmental 
appreciation and stewardship; and which celebrates its unique identity within the North 
Saskatchewan River Valley.  A flexible site plan and management strategy was created 
with this vision informing every step of the process.    Terwillegar Park will take decades to 
evolve towards this vision, but in doing so will become a true river valley park worthy of 
legacy to future generations. 
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